
“VOICE OF JOHN” SERIES 
(Gospel of John, 1st John, 2nd John, 3rd John, Revelation) 

JESUS—THE GOD OF ALL LIFE AND LOVE ITSELF—IS HIMSELF THE VERY BEGINNING AND VERY ENDING OF YOUR INTENDED STORY 
 

 

study #12:  
7 TRUMPETS (plus 7 Thunders): “Saints Impact History Too” 

—   covering Revelation chpts. 8-11   —
  
ACTION 1. In the last study John was shown a book of mankind’s Future-History that was “sealed” up 7 times 
until Jesus could finally came and unlocked it or finally freed it up so that mankind’s Future-History could finally 
open up. With each Seal (#1-#6) getting unlocked, a new element of human history occurred that brought God’s 
plan closer to happening. But when Seal #7 got unlocked, then voila, suddenly there was ANOTHER ROUND of 
things about to happen: 7 TRUMPETS! Read Rev. 8:1-12 and then discuss: 
 

• first of all, how would you explain in your own words how the 7 Seals and 7 Trumpets are connected? 
• give a single-word description for what happened when each of Trumpets #1-#4 got blasted? 

 
 
 
ACTION 2. Trumpets #5,#6,#7 get called “The 
3 Woes” (sounds big!) and are somehow 
unique. As a group, read these interesting 
summaries on each one and then discuss: 
what in the world do you think these could 
even mean, or do you think they are literally 
happening or just symbolic of something 
else, or which “woe” makes you want to 
read more about it the most and why? 

 

- WOE#1 (Trumpet#5) releases an army of locust-horses 
“torturing un-sealed people” under the command of an Angel-
King named Abaddon …Rev 9:1-12 
 

- WOE#2 (Trumpet#6) releases 4 more angels with 200 million 
horses that cause 3 plagues to kill 1/3 of all mankind who are on 
earth while the Church stands for Jesus … Rev 9:13-11:13  
 

- WOE#3 (Trumpet#7) follows “7 Secret Thunders” signaling 
Jesus’ Kingdom coming ONTO the earth, starting with “7 Bowls” 
that destroy all foes …Rev. 11:14-19, 16:1

 
 
ACTION 3. So, the book of Revelation has an interesting structure with all its different “7s” that goes like this: 
7Seals finish up by starting 7Trumpets which finish up by starting 7Thunders which then starts 7Bowls—it is 
almost like each set of “7” is a more “telescoped” or detailed view of things than what just came before it. Here 
is another interesting thing: The description of 7Thunders is super short because John was told to NOT-record it! 
Read Rev. 10:1-10 and then discuss: though the 7Thunders was “sealed up”, what details around it clue you in 
on what they might be about? 
 
 
ACTION 4. This book is like a massive complicated puzzle to tinker with! Discuss in your group: 

• admit it: what is most confusing or complicated to you about this book so far? 
• how would you summarize so far what Revelation’s purpose or value even is, or how it fits together? 
• did you know “the rapture” is not mentioned in this book and that many scholars think it is “described” 

in some places while many other scholars think it is “never described” in this book…what do YOU think?
 
 
 

EXTRA… FOR THOSE MOTIVATED, DEVOTED, & WITH SOME SELF-COMMAND: 
GOLD CHALLENGE …read ahead (& maybe journal about) for next study: Revelation chpts. 12-14 

PENGUIN CHALLENGE … read GC + Torah-Law during series:  Numbers 26-36 (Getting Readied for Actual Entry) 

 


